ASSIGNMENT OATH

THIS OATH SHOULD BE SIGNED AND ATTACHED TO EACH ANSWER SHEET FOR LEGAL RESEARCH

1. Other than my Legal Research and Writing professor or library personnel, I have not received assistance from or worked with any other person on this assignment.

2. I have not given, nor will I give, assistance to any other person on this assignment.

3. I did not discuss this assignment or any ideas, cases, or research related to this assignment with any person unless a Legal Research or Writing professor or other library staff member was present.

4. The entire submission is my own work. No one else, other than a Legal Research or Writing professor, has edited my work.

5. I have not read or copied any portion of another student’s work. This includes my current classmates as well as any upper-level students who may have worked on similar problems.

6. As specified in the instructions, I used Westlaw and Lexis only when the question specified their use.

7. I did not mark in any books. If I found any marks in books near possible answers, I reported them to my Legal Research professor or library personnel.

8. I understand that any violation of these conditions may be subject to sanctions set forth to the Law School Honor Code and could have other adverse consequences.

_________________________________________________        _________________
Date

_________________________________________________
Student Name (Please PRINT Carefully)

_________________________________________________
Student Signature